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Abstract. This article discusses the implementation of the principles of Aswaja in multifaith school Selamat Pagi Indonesia (SMA SPI). In some case related to the differences in religion usually trigger conflict, conflict in the scope of the small and the great scope. This research has used a case study design, which has been conducted from 2016 to 2018. SMA SPI present offers the pattern to soften the conflict that triggered because of religious differences. SMA SPI recruit students from various religions who are then educated so that they have an inclusive attitude. The inclusive attitude itself is the opposite of exclusive. In other words, it means not easily provoked with the issue of religious differences, tribes, races, and others. In order to provide learning about the formation of inclusive attitude, Aswaja principles become the main material in the process of learning in SMA SPI. The principles of Aswaja include at-ta’aruf, at-tawassuth, at-tasamuh, at-ta’awun, and at-tawazun. The implementation of the principles of the Aswaja, there are many interesting experiences experienced by students, mainly in the learning process as it requires social sensitivity and creativity of the students to solve the problems that triggered by religious differences.
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1 Introduction

A school is a place for formal learning for the community in Indonesia. Almost all the parents entrust their children at school [1] with the hope that their children are able to draw the science in schools [2]–[4]. Most schools in Indonesia located in a location that consists of the classroom building, offices, laboratories, library and, others. In general, learning activities are limited to the location of schools or school fence [5]. Now, the limited learning activities are at a certain time between hours 07.00 AM-01.30 PM for senior high school level. The policy of using integrated school uniforms has been arranged to start Monday to Saturday, gray and white uniforms become characteristic of upper secondary schools. In general, the school applied in Indonesia tend to be behaviorism [6].

However, in Batu, the city in East Java in Indonesia, a senior high school was established and named Good Morning (Selamat Pagi) Indonesia or commonly called SMA SPI. The appearance of this school looks like a tourist destination from the outside that includes the facilities of tourism place in general such as bus parking area, hotel, theater stages, and
outbound. Besides that, this school has five places of worship to facilitate students’ religious activities, considering their various religious backgrounds. Compared with other schools, this school is variously unique.

SMA SPI was founded by Yulianto Eka Putra, a Chinese descent businessman from Surabaya. Concerning the conflict that has occurred in Indonesia that was influenced by cultural and religious issues, he built the school of SMA SPI. He is well known in all the SMA students from the SPI. If SMA SPI students are asked about their dreamed job, most of them will mention to becoming a Ko Yul (Yulianto Eka Putra founded the call of SMA SPI).

The vision of SMA SPI is forming Indonesians who possess Pancasila soul, become superior, independent, have cultural identity, be aware to environment, and be able to compete in the Global Era. Then, the missions of SMA SPI are 1) Organizing learning based on the faith and obedience (imytaq), with getting prayer together in accordance with the schedule and each religion. 2) increasing the value of humanity, brotherhood, democracy and social justice, with active in following the activities in the hostel. 3) Improving, and academic excellence by optimizing the effectiveness of the learning process both inside and outside the classroom. 4) Enhancing excellence in the field of non-academic with extracurricular activities outside of school hours. 5) The development of science and technology, through the process of technology-based teaching and learning using computer facilities, LCD and internet networks in the process of learning. 6) Investing the soul of entrepreneurship through extracurricular activities. 7) Getting the schools to promote clean and have a sense of love to the environment.

The name of the SMA Selamat Pagi Indonesia was attached for the reason that the school students, -even in the middle of the night, when they meet each other, they always greet the good morning. Its philosophy is the students still have the spirit as the spirit in the morning, whenever time despite lunch afternoon even night. SMA SPI was established in 2007. Now, it has the number of students reaching 137. Now, the background of the students in Senior SMA SPI is multi-ethnic and multi-religious, the students stay in the hostel that has been provided by the institution. Besides that, the students do not incur the cost of the school for learning at SMA SPI.

From the above background, it can be concluded that SMA SPI is a school that the students have all kinds of religion that Islam, Christians, Catholics, Hindus, Buddhists, and Confucius faith. In addition to this, the students of SMA SPI consist of various tribes in Indonesia. Description of the uniqueness of SMA SPI above became one argument that management experience, teachers and students become an intention that need to be analyzed more in order to get various life lessons on the implementation of the Aswaja –values in shaping Aswaja inclusive attitude of SMA SPI students. In the study of Aswaja or Aswaja Islamic inclusive, there are the roots of the values that promote inclusive character actualization of multiculturalism in a society or nation, including at-ta’aruf, at-tawassuth, at-tasamuh, at-ta’awun, and at-tawazun [7]. Now the details of the five roots inclusive is as follows. In previous research on SPI SMA discussed multicultural education [8], religious freedom [9], entrepreneurship [10] fun copreneur [11] etc. Aswaja in educational research in the field of multicultural education [12], national character [13], aqeedah [14], radicalism [7], [15], etc. But rarely does it examine the implementation of the principles of Aswaja.
1. **At-Ta’aruf**

*At-ta’aruf* is the gate of the process of interaction between individuals or groups without obstacles difference of skin color, culture, religion or language. *Ta’aruf* became positive indication and constructively in the plural society to be able to live together with mutual respect and accept the differences between them. *Ta’aruf* become cultural gate that gives access to the next steps in building the sharing of life with peace through these characters inclusive. In the Qur'an Letter Hujurat verse 13 Allah swt said and gives knowledge to mankind that Allah swt has created man from a single soul and from it He created the husbands, namely Adam and Hawaa’ [16]. Then He made them into peoples. The word شعوباً (into peoples) more common than the word قبائل (tribes). And this after Sequential order of the other, as , and others.

So, that is the meaning and the explanation of the letter Hujurat verse 13, from that we can take the conclusion of the verse that God indeed created man with into peoples and tribes so that we can get to know each other and helped each other. The verse also shows the meaning of multicultural society which could not be distinction or diversity among one tribe with the others. All the tribes and all of the nations are the same in any rights. In the verse, Islam recognizes the existence of ethnic and religious differences.

1.2 **At-Tawassuth**

The attitude of tawassuth (moderate) became the identity of Moslems s, as asserted in the Qur'an letter Albaqarah 143. The verse can be understood that I made you (Moslems s) as moderate people/just so that you can become a witness to mankind and the Apostles (Muhammad become a witness for you) [16]. Ibnu Asyur in his interpretation said that the common understanding of “at-tawassuth” is the nature of which is located in the middle of the two kinds of nature of the extremes such as the nature of "brave" is between paranoid and lightness, "generous" is located between the greedy and wasteful, "just" which is located in between compassion and violence.
1.3 At-Tasamuh

At-tasamuh (tolerant) became one of the basic attitude and character of Islamic teachings, so called Islam as a religion of compassion the basic principles or the relationship of Islam with non-Moslems have been mentioned in a number of verses, including in surah Ali'Imron verse 159 as follows according to some mufassir, the verse down to the Prophet (blessing and peace be upon him), in relation to the battle of Uhud [16]. Previously he did not want out (for war), but the result of consultation with the friends of the majority of them want war, so he followed the results of this consultation. In short, at the battle, Islam troop was losing because the captain of the archers left the position because they wanted to take the booty of war. Even the Prophet (blessing peace be upon him) was wounded on the war. From the story of the defeat of the Moslems in the battle of Uhud is an extraordinary attitude shown by the Messenger of Allah, he can still-holding the anger, absorbing disappointment and still be kind and gentle toward his friends, forgive them and still invite them for discussion. So, the verse above illustrates that soft attitude remains the guidelines for those around you even though they hate you.

1.4 At-Ta’awun

At-ta’awun or giving help is one of the social characters which is praised as universal Any nations anywhere admit it as a good attitude, so do any religious values as deeds of praise. The Qur'an also recommends ta’awun, such as in Al-Surah Maida, verse 2, as follows al-marogy in his interpretation said: the commands to help in doing good and piety that includes the joints "hidayah ijtimaiyah" from the Qur'an, is an obligation for people to help each other in all things that provide benefits to human life, both individuals and groups in matters of religion and worldly, and all deeds piety can be used to face all mafsadah and dangers [16].

1.5 At-Tawazun

At-tawazun (harmony) is the attitude and orientation of life that taught Islam, so that man is not trapped in extremities in life, not merely pursue life ukhrawi by ignoring the earthly life or vice versa, the Qur'an charged, among others in Surat Al-Qasas 77 as follows some of the many scholars interpretation says that the verse is the advice of the Prophet Moses (blessing be upon him) Qarun, one of the followers of the Prophet Moses which was formerly very obedient but then became arrogant and ungrateful, after his soul turned into materialist, pursuing earthly satisfaction, his life experienced disharmony between the pursuit of customer satisfaction and disorientation happiness ukhrawi materials [16].

1.6 Inclusive attitude

The efforts losing exclusive Religious is considered as a roots of conflict with accompanied by an inclusive and egalitarian attitude to be able to find a meeting point (convergence) religions[17]–[19]. Inclusive to exclusive opponents become one general description in the implementation of religious values in society. They are, in fact, cannot be seen partially. Inclusive and exclusive must be seen as a whole. Because, there are some things that are required for the exclusive as monotheism and there are some things that his nature inclusive as convenient. Meanwhile, not a few religious people have exclusive view must be applied as a whole without giving opportunity inclusive value [20]. Inclusive attitude to radical action mitigation options, criminal act, and resorting anti-social on behalf of religion.

The roots of religious life conflict occur because of the unilaterally claim of truth. Things become complicated when there is no party that gives the attitude of openness and build
communication. Inclusive attitude at this present time appears to be one alternative to respect differences proportionally to avoid the claim of truth and the claim of salvation[21].

Inclusive attitude is expected to be able to provide the crevice tool on social interaction so that people still able to be reconciled to each other [22]. So religious differences, tribes and races will no longer be the main trigger conflict in both horizontally and vertically. The victims are needless due to the conflict of religion. Inclusive attitude is needed by students [23], [24] in order to face the global world where differences become a problem that should be settled peacefully not radically [25].

2 Method

The approach and the type of research into something that is important in research, because it will provide greater clarity and specification of the carried-out research. The present research use implemented qualitative approach. Qualitative approach is done to see in depth and reveal the meaning of the natural research subjects. The subject of this research about "The implementation of the Principles of Aswaja in forming the inclusive attitude on SMA SPI students Batu City, East Java, Indonesia”.

Now the type of this research is the case study. Case study research is a qualitative approach that researcher explore real life, contemporary limited system (case) or a variety of limited system (various cases), through data collection details and deeply involving various information sources or source compound information (e.g., observation, interview, audiovisual materials, and documents and reports), and reported description of the case and the theme of the case [26]. This research will explore the experiences of lecturers and students in the contemporary limited system or the focus of one particular case such as the implementation of the principles of Aswaja on multi-faith schools. Data collection techniques that are used in the present study are observation, interview, and documentation. This research has been conducted from 2016 to 2018.

More clearly seen from the aspect of the selection of the case as the research object, there are at least three kinds of case studies which is developed by the authors of the intrinsic qualitative case study, instrumental case study, and collective case study [27]. This research is classified on the intrinsic case study because it is done to understand better a particular case the implementation of the principles of Aswaja on multi-faith schools.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Implementation of the Principles At ta’aruf in Upper Secondary Schools Selamat Pagi Indonesia

As explained in the introduction that SMA SPI has a vision as a school that forming Indonesians who possess Pancasila soul, become superior, independent, have cultural identity, be aware to environment, and be able to compete in the Global Era. One of the meaning of the soul of Pancasila here is to have the attitude of willing to accept difference as in the motto of Bhinneka Tunggal Ika which means unity in diversity [28]–[30].

Students in SMA SPI consists of different tribes and even from the background of different religions. The doctrine to accept difference further strengthened with the placement
of students and students in the hostel (hostel students separately). So, the intensity of interaction between the students, and the students in acceptance of the scope of ethnic and religious differences grows stronger.

The students have a lot of interaction that is not a little presents a problem for other students [31]. One example of this is when one of the students from non-Moslems to cook the pig in the kitchen boarding schools. Of course, this is a problem because in the end all kitchen appliances, affected by unclean in the perspective of Moslems students, become a serious problem, but after approach all the teachers of the religion of Islam and the managers of institution, the problem is solved at last. It was decided to maintain the cleanliness from the unclean, and kitchen appliances Moslems s and non-Moslems s are put in the distinction in their placement.

From the above simple events, it can be deduced that the Moslems students ideally is to do ta’aruf with non-Moslems s students. At the same time, they get the real learning, not just as defined in the general learning process. After that, they also learn about alternative solutions to solve the problem. At the same time at-ta’aruf against living place or country or invest the soul of nationalism is also a part that cannot be separated. Even becomes important as conveyed that الإسلام imaroh ودولة ﺩﻳﻦ which means that Islam includes religion and state [32]. The concept of mini Indonesia becomes a part of including nationalism in the SMA SPI. Even though SMA students from the SPI have religious differences, tribe, and race ; they are still able to maintain the existence of SMA SPI until today.

### 3.2 The implementation of the Principles At-Tawasuth in Upper Secondary Schools

**Selamat Pagi Indonesia**

The recruitment of students in school of SMA SPI has rigorous rules. First, the students must be from among is not capable of an orphan, or orphans. Second, the quota of religion embraced by students have been established which the number of students who are Moslem 40%, the number of students who are Protestant Christian 20%, the number of students of Christian Catholic 20%, the number of students of Hindu 10%, the number of students that Buddhist 10%. The amount of percentage that is intended to create a mini Indonesia in the school environment of SMA SPI. The students were allowed to return to home only every six months. At the beginning of the establishment of the school of SMA SPI. With the background of multifaith students, the practice of religion scope, tend to be exclusive, still occurs. As the special attention that have tendency on certain religion, so that the conversion inter religions among students occurs. However, after the incident, all the management and teachers agreed to assign one of the rules for the students in SMA SPI to not allowed to move to the other religions. The implementation of At-tawasuth more visible after the regulation implemented. Indirectly, this rule gives lessons to the students that at the tawasuth or moderate to large capital to shows that Islam is a religion that is far from the values of radical.

### 3.3 The implementation of the Principles At-tasamuh in Upper Secondary Schools

**Selamat Pagi Indonesia**

It is undeniable that there is still much debate in Indonesia related to the implementation of tolerance. Such as in particular, cases to say the Christmas holiday between the teachers to the other has different opinions. On the contrary, from the debate at-tasamuh attitude remains the main value. Although different, the people of Islam succeeded in mutual respect of each opinion [33]. No conflict appears which means despite the community have differences in the saying of welcome Christmas.

Tasamuh or being tolerant become an extraordinary experience and it appears in each
student activities in SMA SPI [9]. Starting from the implementation of daily worship, they help one another to remind if there are who forget to perform acts of worship. In addition, the commemoration of the great day in every religion they do not feel disturbed by religious activities even though the places of worship of five religions are near. There are even students who are Moslem half memorized prayer Christians because of frequent heard. Even there is also the students non-Moslems who feel calm when hearing the azan.

From the description above, tasamuh provides the implications of the perpetrators of tolerant itself. Further, it is implicated on abstained radical values in his life [34], the students will be synthesized in the spirit of religion that is given tolerance [35], [36]. In this case, the students must be able to maintain tolerance not to exceed the limit of tawhid or acts of worship that is believed. Because, if it is not able to give the supervisor on the value of tolerance, it can be so biased, and ultimately, the implementation of practice tolerance is misleading. As Moslems worship is done in the church by reason of tolerance, of course, it is prohibited. SMA SPI students is taught to always keep their beliefs exclusively and inclusive on the level of social interaction.

3.4 The implementation of the Principles At-Ta’awun in Upper Secondary Schools

Selamat Pagi Indonesia

At the Ta’awun or helping each other becomes the daily routines in SMA SPI. As described in the introduction that SMA SPI student’s do not charge for their education. To meet the operational costs of the SMA SPI students are guided to develop the soul of entrepreneurship [11]. There are many efforts that have been done such as the students create and market snacks or special snacks of Batu, students make theater shows, accompanying outbound for children of early age. Unconsciously, the value of at-ta’awun was realized on themselves when developing the soul entrepreneurs. The entrepreneurial activities in SMA SPI was conducted by the team, so that without realizing that they have practiced at ta’awun or helping each other. In addition, at-ta’awun become an integral part when the SMA SPI students commemorate religious day such as the feast of Christmas. Tasks for students non-Christians help the preparation of the event without following the religious ceremony. So, the students can only help the process of holding the great day of the feast of every religion. Without following the religious sacred efforts.

3.5 The implementation of the Principles At-Tawazun in Upper Secondary Schools

Selamat Pagi Indonesia

The implementation of the principles at-tawazun felt upheld in SMA SPI. The rules that applied did not respect the tribe of religion, and all students must perform it unless they will get the punishment. The regulation of SMA SPI covers religious activities and regulations related to formal schools. As like the morning worship, having relationships and others.

In addition to the religious principles in meeting the needs of the school, SMA SPI implements entrepreneurs' activities integrated into the activities of the school. SMA SPI held three activities on the students, first teaching and learning activities held at the same time as other schools, which started from 07.00 am to 02.00 pm. Both the informal activities started from dawn in the form of students’ religious activities’ the three extracurricular activities packaged in the form of entrepreneurship. The entrepreneur activities include three containers of kampung Kids, kampung Teens, and kampung success (the form of training activities to be able to become entrepreneurs). In fulfilling worldly needs and ukhrowi at-tawazun (hereafter) become guidelines for the student activities at SMA SPI. At tawazun or harmony more appears on the SMA SPI students when they conduct worship and in accordance with the practiced
religion in order to fulfill the spiritual needs, and in order to fulfill their physical needs, they do a lot of creativity that is packaged in the form of entrepreneurship. Creativity is needed not only in the arts [37], [38], but in fields such as entrepreneurship and learning [39], [40].

4 Conclusion

Explicitly, Aswaja principles such as at-ta’aruf, at-tawassuth, at-tasamuh, at-ta’awun, and at-tawazun was realized in SMA SPI. It was clearly seen from the school activity. The principles of Aswaja grows well in eclecticism schools. This indicates that the principles of Aswaja successfully face the challenges that influenced the differences of both religious and tribe differences. In addition, implicitly, if Aswaja principles can be applied in multi-faith schools, so it will indirectly rejects the spread of radical Islam. Inclusive attitude become the principles of Aswaja that has been applied in SMA SPI. On the other side, inclusive attitude makes the students calmer in facing the issues that influenced religious differences, tribe, and race. The practice to have competition in good to anyone without seeing the background of religion, tribe, and wealth will become the daily routines in SMA SPI. Thus, indirectly, the students of SMA SPI apply the principles of Aswaja in order to create a peaceful environment in the local scope and it is hoped to contribute to peace in the global.
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